I Just Want to Dance with You

CHOREO: Bill & Linda Maisch, 24903 Okana Road, Ramona CA 92065
760-789-3236
RECORD: Elk 041
FOOTWORK: opposite unless noted (Woman's footwork in parentheses) SPEED: 45 RPM
RHYTHM: Rumba/Foxtrot
RAL PHASE III-2 [alemana, diamond turn]
SEQUENCE: INTRO—A—B—A—B—C—B(1-15)—END

MEAS
INTRO [RUMBA]
1-4 [BFLY WL smiling] WAIT:; CUCAIRACHA with arms 2x;
   1-2 WAIT 2 MEAS BFLY WL smile at plr;
   3-4 Make gentle sweeping arc action with Ms L (W's R) arm during SD L, REC R, CL L.;
PART A [RUMBA]
1-4 [BFLY] Rumba BASIC:; HND-HND 2x;
   1-2 FWD L, REC R, SD L.; BK R, REC L, SD R.;
   3-4 BHND L turning to side by side figc LOD.
   REC R figc plr., SD L.;
   BHND R side—side figc RLOD, REC L figc plr., SD R BFLY.;
5-8 OP BRK; twd LOD CRAB WALK 6:; FENCELINE;
   5-7 twd LOD XRFL, SD L, XRFL; SD L, XRFL, SD L.;
   8- Keeping shldr's parallel X LUNGEB R looking twd LOD, REC L BFLY, SD R.;
9-12 [NO HND'S] TIME STEP 2x BFLY:; SIDE WK 3: SPOT TRN;
   9-10 no hands XLIBR extending arms to side at shldr level, REC R, SD L.; XRIBL extending arms
to side shldr level, REC L, SD R.; BFLY; 11-12 SD L, CL R, SD R.; XRFL trng 1/2 LF (W RF)
on crossing foot, REC L continue trng to face plr, SD R.;
13-16 [BFLY] ALEMANA:; LARIAT 6 [M trns L] PKGUP LOD;
   13-15 BFLY RK FWD L, REC R, CL L leading W to trn R raising lead hnds to palm—palm (W SD R
commenecing RF swivel),; BK R (W cont. RF TRN under joined lead hnds FWD L), REC L (W cont. RF
trn FWD R), leading W to Ms R side SD R.; 15-16 IN PL L, R, L, (W Circle M with joined lead
trng to face RLOD, CL R.)—CP LOD;
PART B [FOXTROT]
1-4 [CP LOD] Foxtrot DIAMOND TRN to CP DLC:;:
   1-4 FWD L trng LF on diag to BJO.; SD R, BK L in BJO; BK R cont. LF trn on diag.; SD L, FWD R
in BJO; FWD L trng LF on diag.; SD R, BK L in BJO; BK R cont. LF trn on diag.; SD L, FWD R CP;
5-8 2 LE FT TRNS to CP WL:; BOX:;
   5-6 FWD L trng 1/4 LF.,; cont. LF trn SD R DLC, CL L; BK R trng LF.,; cont. LF trn SD L, CL R;
   7-8 FWD L.; SD R, CL L; BK R.; SD L, CL R;
9-12 WHISK; MANUV—SD CL; IMPETUS SCP; WING SCAR;
   9-10 FWD L., FWD & SD L commence rise to ball of foot, XLIBR fully rise to ball of foot ending
in tight SCP: FWD R trng RF 1/2 (W FWD L.),; SD L, CL R CP RLOD: 11-12 BK L commence upper
body RF trn (W FWD R between Ms L's feet pivoting 1/2 RF.),; CL R to L making heel trn (W SD &
FWD L cont. trn around M brush R to L), FWD L (W FWD R) in Light SCP: FWD R.,; DR L leading W
across in front, TCH L bringing W to SCAR (W FWD L begin to cross in front of M trng LF.,; FWD
R around M cont. LF trn, FWD L around M cont. LF trn to Light SCAR checking.)—;
13-16 X HOVER 3x SCP:; **THRU—FC CL BFLY;
   13-16 XRFL—, SD R rising trn L, REC L to BJO; XRFL—, SD L rising trn R, REC R SCAR;
XRFL—, SD R rising trn L (W trns R) to SCP; **THRU R.,; SD & FWD L figc plr., CL R BFLY;
   ** [3rd time thru omit meas 16 and go to Ending]
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PART C [RUMBA]

1-8 [BFLY] CUCARACHA with arms 2x; BRK BK OP LOD;
PROG WK 6;; NYRKR 2x;; PKUP SD CL CP LOD;
1-2 Make gentle sweeping arc action with M's L (W's R) arm during SL, REC R, CL L.;; Make
gentle sweeping arc action with M's R (W's L) arm during SD R, REC L, CL R.;; 3- BHNL turning
to side by side fcg LOD, REC R fcg LOD, FWD L OP LOD.;; 4-5 FWD R. L. R.;; FWD L. R. L.;;
6-8 THRU R. REC L fcg ptr, SD R. BFLY; THRU R, REC R fcg ptr, SD L. BFLY;
SD & FWD R trng LF 1/4 fcg LOD (W SD & FWD L trng LF to cp LOD), SD L, CL R. CP LOD;

ENDING [FOXTROT]

1-6 **[SCP] PKUP- SD CL; FWD- RUN 2 2x drifting apt.;;
TWNKL THRU 2x to CP LOD;; DIP BK- TWIST-;
1-6 [*Continues after measure 15 Part B] FWD R (W FWD L trng LF 1/2 fcg ptr & LOD in
CP)., SL, CL R; FWD L., FWD R, FWD L; FWD R small step., separating slightly from ptr
FWD L, FWD R LOP FC6; XLIFR (W XRIFL) , SD R, CL L; XRIFL (W XLIFR), SL, SD L, CL R pkgup
CP LOD; BK & SD L., TWIST upper body slightly LF. & HOLD., & be glad she danced with you;

I JUST WANT TO DANCE WITH YOU RU/FT III+2 [ALEMANA, DIAM TRNS]
Sequence - Intro AB ABC B**END SPEED: 45
4 meas. [Rumba]
INTRO: [BFLY WL smiling] WAIT;; CUCARACHA with arms 2x;;
16 meas. [Rumba] =
A: [BFLY] Rumba BASIC ;; HND-HND 2x ;; OP BRK;
twd LOD CRAB WK 6 ;; a FENCELINE; [no hnds] TIME STEP 2x;;
[BFLY] SIDE WK 3; SPOT TRN BFLY; ALEMANA;;
LARIAT 6 [M trns L] PKGUP CP LOD;;
16 meas. [Foxtrot] =
B: [CP LOD] Foxtrot DIAM TRNS;;;; 2 L TRNG FT CP WL ;; BOX;;
WHISK; MANUV- SD CL; IMPETUS SCP; WING SCAR;
X HOVER 3x SCP;;;; ** THRU FC CL BFLY;
8 meas. [Rumba] =
C: [BFLY] CUCARACHA with arms 2x;; BRK BK OP LOD;
PROG WK 6;; NYRKR 2x;; PKUP SD CL- CP LOD;
6 meas. [Foxtrot] =
**END: [SCP] ** PKUP- SD CL; FWD- RUN 2 2x drifting apt.;;
TWNKL THRU 2x PKGUP;; DIP BK- TWIST-;
[& be glad she danced with you]